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So sorry to report that in efforts to proactively address COVID-19 concerns, the
June 2020 Stroke Club meetings is cancelled. Thank you for your understanding
in our efforts to protect the health and safety of our community members,
volunteers and you.
We hope to be able to meet in the near future and reschedule the presentations
that were previously planned.
Please remember to follow the recommendations made by the CDC-Center for
Disease Control and Prevention:
- Wash your hands often with soap and water for at least 20 seconds.
- If soap and water are not available, use a hand sanitizer that contains at least
60% alcohol.
- Avoid touching your eyes, nose, and mouth with unwashed hands.
- Stay home if you’re sick.
- Cover your mouth and nose with a
tissue when you cough or sneeze
or use the inside of your elbow.
- Clean and disinfect frequently
touched surfaces daily.

PRACTICE
SOCIAL
DISTANCING

- Practice social distancing.
As a reminder if you have something special you would like to see in
the newsletter please don’t hesitate to let me know. My phone number
is 515- 255-0366. My email address is stktek1@gmail.com

Des Moines

Caregiver Corner – Emotional Fatigue
Former First Lady Rosalynn Carter, founder of the Rosalynn Carter Institute for Caregiving, says
there are four kinds of people in the world: those who have been caregivers, those who are
currently caregivers, those who will be caregivers, and those who will need caregivers.
There should be a fifth on the list: Those who don’t realize they have begun the caregiver journey – and their
ranks are growing daily. “They are helping Mom balance her checkbook, phoning Dad every morning to make
sure he takes his cholesterol-lowering, diabetes, and arthritis medications, picking up groceries for a disabled
neighbor – all sorts of things. They don’t self-identify as caregivers because they are ‘just’ being a good daughter
or son or neighbor,” says, Amy Goyer, AARP’s caregiving expert and author of the recently published Juggling
Work & Caregiving.
Why is it important to “self-identify”?
Because the earlier you realize you have begun the caregiver journey, the earlier you’ll understand the emotional
weariness you may be experiencing – and start looking for ways to manage it. “It [the weariness] encompasses a
surprising range of feelings,” says Goyer, who is caring for her 90-year-old father, “and if you don’t recognize what’s
happening and why, you’ll just end up feeling guilty about your feelings…And guilt is a really useless feeling.”
Recognizing the symptoms

Five steps to better emotional health

“Early on, symptoms of emotional fatigue tend to
come and go; and they tend to overlap, too, so people
need to identify them – right off the bat – so they can
take care of their emotional health and other needs,”
says Jo McCord, a senior caregiver consultant at San
Francisco-based Family Caregiver Alliance

If you have just begun the caregiver journey, and are
experiencing the above symptoms, the following
strategies will help you identify the new role you
have taken on and help you manage the emotional
stressors that can come early in the caregiver journey.

- Initially, symptoms are insidious, but usually include:
- Waiting-for-the-other-shoe-to-drop nervousness
or tension
- Situational bouts of sadness, “the blues” or
tearing-up
- Forgetfulness, inability to concentrate and/or
mental sluggishness
- Intermittent feelings of frustration, anger or guilt
due to interruptions and not being able to get
things done
- Sporadic, and often situational, feelings of
resentment, impatience, and/or irritability at
colleagues, family members or the person you are
“just” helping
- Poor or interrupted sleep
- A looming feeling of isolation
- A growing realization of the sacrifices – time,
money, opportunities, etc. – you are experiencing
- An increase in aches, pains and, not surprisingly,
blood pressure(Note: Recent research indicates
this is worse for women than men.)
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1. Put a name on what you are doing. Caregiving isn’t
just helping out, it’s taking on responsibility for the
well-being of another person. “The quicker a person
self-identifies as a caregiver, the quicker they’ll
be able to recognize and deal with the emotional
roller-coaster [symptoms] that can come as caregiver
responsibilities increase,” says McCord.
2. Listen to what your emotions are telling you.
“Those feelings [see above] are normal responses
to caregiving…Realizing that – that you are
experiencing what everyone else is experiencing –
will go a long way toward helping you take action
for your own well-being and not react to them in
a negative way,” says Jody Gastfriend, LICSW, the
VP of Senior Care Services at Care.com, an online
resource connecting families and caregivers.
3. Embrace change. “Early on, people need to
understand that the keys to being a successful
caregiver are flexibility and adaptability on the
journey,” says Goyer.
4. Let go. “Most of what’s causing [feelings of
emotional fatigue] is out of the caregiver’s control,
so early on, caregivers need to recognize their
limitations and give themselves permission to let go

of or delegate some of the responsibilities they have taken on,” says Gastfriend. “When they do that,” she adds,
“they can get the ‘replenishment’ they need to continue replenishing others.”
5. Get help. A recent study published in the International Journal of Geriatric Psychiatry shows that, even at the
earliest stages of caregiving, caregivers experience increased feelings of well-being when they seek help.
But, cautions McCord, every caregiver’s situation is different so “the options that are going to help
them have to be individualized.”
To find those individualized options, tap into the wide array of home-based services
and community programs and supports that are available, no matter where you live.
Some are paid for on an hourly or daily basis; some are provided for a small or
sliding fee; some are free.
Perhaps the fastest way to find the ones you want, will use and
can afford is to check with the HR department where you work.
“More and more companies have recognized that their employees
are also caregivers and use consultants to help them deal with
caregiver issues,” says Gastfriend.
But you can find a consultant on your own, too, by contacting
local care managers, social service agencies, and/or national
agencies, such as the Aging Life Care Association. The
caregiving expertise and knowledge of community resources
these professionals can provide will help you prioritize
your needs and help you locate the services, agencies and
organizations that can provide the help you need to manage
the emotional stress that comes with caregiving.
“This can be an expensive option, but they’ll be doing a lot of
the heavy lifting for you…and often you only need a couple of
consulting sessions to get things moving in the right direction,”
advises McCord.
To find information on your own, start with your local Area
Agency on Aging’s Family Caregiver Support Program and
then widen your search net to include county or municipal
offices on aging/disability, disease specific organizations
(many publish excellent caregiver resource lists and guides),
religiously-affiliated service groups, reputable caregiver
Web sites and/or help lines, including those provided
by Elder Locator (1-800-677-1116) and Family Caregiver
Alliance (1-800-445-8106).
Probably the most overlooked options for help, however, are
support groups. “Connecting with others who ‘get’ what you
are experiencing gives you a ‘safe’ place to talk about your
feelings and hear about the options – the practical things,
the strategies and tips – you can use to cope with your
emotional stress. And they can help you deal with isolation,
too,” says Goyer.
But, stresses McCord, “You won’t even think about it
[joining a support group] unless you identify as a caregiver.”
Reference: www.brainandlife.org
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WHAT’S HEALTHIER: CANNED OR
While nothing beats fresh fruits
and veggies, frozen and canned
foods can be a great budgetfriendly way to add variety to your
diet. Healthy options exist in both
frozen and canned forms and one
is not necessarily healthier than
the other. Still, there are pros and
cons to each and important factors
to keep in mind when searching
for the best option.

FROZEN FOOD CONS
Some frozen foods are more
processed and contain added
sugar, salt or preservatives. For
example, frozen chicken is often
pumped with a sodium solution,
potatoes are typically frozen as
fries and some fruits are frozen in
syrup. It’s important to read the
nutrition labels and look for whole
foods with few ingredients listed.
RD-APPROVED FROZEN FOODS

FROZEN FOOD PROS
Foods are typically frozen
immediately following harvest
(for fruits and vegetables) or
being caught (for seafood and
fish). Calories and macronutrients
don’t change, and fruits and
veggies typically lock in a higher
nutrient content compared to
harvested produce that has spent
a long time being shipped or
sitting on shelves. That’s because
key vitamins and minerals start
breaking down during the wait
from harvest to plate.
Another perk is the ability to buy
blended options, like stir-fry mixes,
blends of broccoli and cauliflower,
mixed berry medleys and entire
bags of smoothie blends that
contain both fruits and vegetables.
These are far more convenient and
less costly than buying all of the
separate ingredients yourself,
then peeling, cutting, chopping
and storing.
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• Avocado - Frozen avocado
eliminates the risk of picking a
slightly unripe one at the store
and it’s rich in omega-3 healthy
fats. It’s great for adding to
green smoothies and thaws
easily to make avocado toast
or guacamole.
• Banana - The potassium-rich
fruit makes a great addition to
smoothies and can be blended
to make vegan ice cream.
• Berries - Frozen at peak
freshness, berries are rich in
fiber and antioxidants, which
they retain when frozen. Berries
also hold up well after thawing
and make a great addition to
oatmeal, yogurt, smoothies,
quick breads and energy bars.
• Cruciferous vegetables Broccoli, cauliflower and
Brussels sprouts are great frozen
options, and taste just as great
when roasted or sautéed from
frozen as they do fresh.
• Fish and seafood - Frozen fish
offers the same nutrients and
macros as fresh. Try fatty fish like
salmon, which is rich in omega3’s (to support brain and heart
health). If you’re looking for a
leaner protein option, try tilapia.

• Medleys - There are dozens of
varieties of frozen vegetable
and fruit medleys available –
saving you money and time
prepping. You can portion out
a cup or two at a time and keep
the rest frozen. Look for ones
that don’t have added sodium
or sugar.
• Peas - Fresh peas have a very
limited season and canned
varieties are typically soft and
mushy. Frozen peas, however,
are delicious in everything from
casseroles, to soups and grain
bowls. In the same category,
frozen edamame and black
eyed peas are great
protein-rich
options, too.

CANNED FOOD PROS
Canned foods are extremely
affordable, have a long shelf life
and can be easier to store more of
than frozen foods (which can only
take up so much space in your
freezer). Some phytochemicals
(plant compounds) are actually
enhanced by the canning process,
meaning you get more of them
compared to fresh veggies.
Examples include beta-carotene
(found in carrots) for eye health
and the antioxidant lycopene
(found in tomatoes) which fights
against inflammation.
They’re also very convenient —
opening a can of black beans is
far more efficient than rinsing and
soaking dried beans overnight,
then boiling, simmering for several
hours, and seasoning before
being able to enjoy.

FROZEN FOODS?
Similarly, canned tuna is far more
affordable than fresh or frozen
and can be ready to eat in a matter
of minutes.

CANNED FOOD CONS
The tradeoff with canned foods is
its texture and flavor can be inferior
to its fresh or dried counterparts.
Many canned foods also have
salt, sugar and unnecessary
preservatives added during
processing. In particular, canned
fruit often says “packed in its own
juice,” which is actually a hidden
sugar bomb, so you’re better off
choosing fresh or frozen fruit.
Again, it’s important to read the
labels and choose options labeled
no-salt added or low in sodium.
Some cans may also contain BPA,
a chemical found in the lining
of some metal food and drink
containers that has been linked to
several health problems.

Aphasia Group
The Aphasia group meets the
2nd & 4th Wednesdays of
each month from 1 – 2 p.m.
The group meets at Mercy
Riverside, which is located to
501 SW 7th St. Suite Q,
Des Moines, IA 50309. Sue
Fagg, Speech Language
Pathologist for Mercy Medical
Center is the group leader.
Interested persons can call
Sue at (515) 643-9818 for
more information or directions
to the facility.

RD-APPROVED CANNED FOODS
• Beans - Canned beans are rich in
fiber and protein, and far more
convenient than dried (which can
take hours and typically involve
an overnight soak). Look for
varieties low in sodium or packed
with no-added salt and then
season to taste when cooking.
Even rinsing and draining beans
before using can remove up
to 40% of the sodium. Lentils,
chickpeas, black and pinto beans
are all great options.
• Beets - Canned beets are ready
upon opening to toss over
salads, into whole grains for a
side dish or tossed into breakfast
skillet hashes. They have antiinflammatory benefits and
provide up to 12% of your daily
folate requirements.
• Fish - Canned tuna, salmon,
sardines and mackerel are
underrated for weight loss. Not
only are they budget-friendly,
but they’re a great source of
high-quality protein and omega-3
fatty acids. Rinse and drain to
cut back on sodium or look for
ones packed in water. Wildcaught is a more sustainable
option than farmed (more on
that here) but any variety is a
great protein-rich option to
keep on hand in the pantry.
• Soup - Canned soup is a
convenient way to include
more fiber-rich veggies in your
diet. Just make sure to look for
low-sodium varieties and pay
attention to serving size. Eating
soup as an appetizer can help
you feel full longer and consume
less calories overall.

• Tomatoes - Tomatoes’ high
moisture content makes them
difficult to freeze, making
canned the better option. You’ll
find canned tomatoes cut in all
shapes and sizes, depending
on your needs. Again — check
sodium and opt for lower sodium
varieties. Use them in soups and
stews, as a pizza sauce or a base
for shakshuka.

THE BOTTOM LINE
When it comes to frozen and
canned foods, one is not
necessarily healthier than the
other. There are great options in
both categories and it depends
on your cooking needs. Whether
you opt for frozen or canned, make
sure to read the nutrition labels
and choose ones with the fewest
ingredients possible, keeping an
eye out for added sodium, sugar
and preservatives.
By Sidney Fry, MS, RD
Reference: myfitnesspal.com

JOYS AND
CONCERNS

So for those of you who attend the
Stroke Support meeting you know
every month we have a few minutes
to share our joys and concerns.
If you have any joys or concerns you
would like to share with the group
via the newsletter, I would be happy
to post them.
You can reach me via email
stktek1@gmail.com or my land line
phone 515-255-0366.
Hope you are all staying safe
and healthy!
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HAPPY FATHER’S DAY!!
June 21st is Father’s day this year. I thought it would be a perfect time to say thank you
to our fathers or father-like figures that have been special to us. - Thanks Dad!
A Father's Day Prayer - Let us praise
those fathers who have striven to
balance the demands of work,
marriage, and children with an
honest awareness of both joy and
sacrifice. Let us praise those fathers
who, lacking a good model for a
father, have worked to become a
good father.
Let us praise those fathers who by
their own account were not always
there for their children, but who
continue to offer those children, now
grown, their love and support. Let us
pray for those fathers who have been
wounded by the neglect and hostility
of their children.

Let us praise those fathers who,
despite divorce, have remained in
their children's lives. Let us praise
those fathers whose children are
adopted, and whose love and
support has offered healing.
Let us praise those fathers who,
as stepfathers, freely choose the
obligation of fatherhood and earned
their step children's love and respect.
Let us praise those fathers who have
lost a child to death, and continue to
hold the child in their heart.

Let us praise those men who have
"fathered" us in their role as mentors
and guides.
Let us praise those men who are
about to become fathers; may they
openly delight in their children.
And let us praise those fathers who
have died, but live on in our memory
and whose love continues to nurture
us.

Let us praise those men who have
no children, but cherish the next
generation as if they were their own.

Make Every Day Easier
Here are additional tips that I found in the Arthritis Today magazine.
Even though they are geared towards Arthritis, you may find them very helpful:
Laundry
• Use a wheeled hamper with multiple sections to sort
as clothes are put in.
• A grabber helps reach items in top-loading washers
and pick up clothes on the floor.
• Have each family member use a mesh lingerie bag
for dirty socks to cut sock-matching time and effort.

Getting Ready for Bed
• Rushing and stress can put joints at risk of pain or
injury, so reduce morning pressures by preparing
the night before: Program the coffee to brew; have
grab-and-go breakfast foods ready; lay out your
outfit; have homework, lunches, backpacks and
briefcases packed and ready to go.

• Skip ironing. Instead, use a garment steamer or toss
a handful of ice cubes in the dryer with the clothes;
the cubes melt and steam away the wrinkles.

• Prepare for sleep by taking a warm shower or bath;
the drop in body temperature helps relax and ready
your body for sleep. Turn off electronics with screens,
which disturb sleep, an hour before bedtime.

Online Support Group

• Turn the thermostat to a cooler temperature, and
write down your thoughts that might be distracting
you, both of which will help you sleep more soundly.

For those of you looking for an online
support group here is a website for you:
http://www.strokenetwork.org/.
It is a very active group. You have to join like a
listserv and you post a question or issue and the
group will email you back suggestions. Everyone
in the group has survived a stroke and has great
ideas they are willing to share.
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• Put your morning dose of anti-inflammatory
medicine next to your bed with crackers and water.
Take it when your alarm goes off, then hit the snooze
button – it can start working before you get up.
Reference: Arthritis Today September/October 2018

Why Gratitude is Crucial During COVID-19
+ A Gratitude Meditation From Light Watkins
When it comes to meditation, there
can be quite the spectrum—some
swear by a daily practice, while
others can be a little confused
about how to get started.
According to internationally
renowned meditation teacher
and bestselling author Light
Watkins, people are looking
toward meditation to help cope
with uncertainty surrounding the
coronavirus—no matter where on
the spectrum they might fall.
"It's now needed more than
ever before," he tells me on this
episode of the mindbodygreen
podcast. "I'm seeing so many
people talking about meditation in
a very direct way, and it's exciting
to be part of that conversation."
One way of thinking about
meditation, Watkins explains, is
through a gratitude practice. While
a gratitude meditation might not
be your typical "close your eyes
and breathe" sort of practice, it can
have those similar profound effects
on your mental health.
It's especially great for people
who might feel intimidated
by meditation or are new to
the practice.
Here, Watkins explains how to
practice a gratitude meditation
and why it's so crucial to focus on
gratitude during this time.
Why gratitude is so important.
According to Watkins, gratitude is
the most important thing to keep
in mind as we face the uncertainty
surrounding the coronavirus.
"Operating from a space of
gratitude helps you move beyond

the victim mentality. It's so easy to
slip into that, especially if you're
personally affected by the virus,"
he says.
What gratitude does, he continues,
is keep us in the present—a key
factor in helping alleviate our
anxiety. Rather than trying to
control the situation (which, as we
have previously discussed, can do
more harm than good), tapping
into what you are grateful for in
that moment can help you remain
grounded and calm.
Take it from Watkins: "Anxiety feeds
off future fear and speculating,"
he says. "When we stay in the
present, we tend to worry less and
experience less anxiety."
Think of it as a cycle of sorts—
gratitude can lead to staying
present, and staying in the present
moment can help reduce
feelings of anxiety.
Gratitude is also crucial, according
to Watkins, because it can allow
us to make better decisions that
benefit society rather than focusing
on individualistic gains. "The more
we can stay connected to the
moment by living through a space
of gratitude, the more intelligent
decisions we'll be able to make
individually and collectively,"
he says.
That said, Watkins offers an easy
gratitude meditation you can use
on your own or with family and
friends. With all the extra time
we now have as we work from
home, why not use it mindfully and
discuss what you're grateful for?

A gratitude meditation you can
practice (even with kids!).
Yes, you can even practice this
gratitude meditation with young
kids. It's actually one of the best
meditations to do with kids,
because "they don't have to sit with
their eyes closed and their backs
straight," says Watkins, which (as
many parents can tell you) can lead
to jitters and/or tantrums.
For this specific meditation, all you
have to do is congregate together
in a room with no TV, news, or
any sort of distractions and spend
five to 10 minutes talking about
something you are grateful for.
And Watkins doesn't mean just
listing off items: "Talk about why
you're grateful for that thing, and
be specific about what that is."
Then take turns, moving on to the
next person, and repeat the order
three or four times until everyone
has said about five things they
are grateful for. By the end of the
meditation, you'll have cultivated
a space of positivity and presence,
perhaps feeling a little less anxious
about the world as a result.
No matter if you're a meditation
novice or seasoned pro, focusing
on gratitude is a great way to
stay grounded during this global
pandemic and spark positivity. "It's
a good way to lift people's spirits,"
says Watkins. "It can be easy to
forget that there are also good
things happening in the world
right now."
Reference: www.mindbodygreen.com
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August DMU Stroke
Camp is Cancelled
A Sunday School teacher began her lesson with a
question, "Boys and girls, what do we know about God?"
A hand shot up in the air. "He is an artist!" said the
kindergarten boy.
"Really? How do you know?" the teacher asked.
"You know - Our Father, who does art in Heaven... "
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
While driving in Pennsylvania, a family caught up to an
Amish carriage. The owner of the carriage obviously
had a sense of humor, because attached to the back of
the carriage was a hand printed sign... "Energy efficient
vehicle: Runs on oats and grass. Caution: Do not step
in exhaust."

In the April Stroke Club Newsletter I posted an
article I had received from Kathy Mercuris, PT, DHS,
C/NDT at DMU asking our members to consider
volunteering for their annual Stroke Camp.
Unfortunately I received an email from Kathy stating
she had been in meetings with administration and
due to the unknown of the COVID-19 pandemic
they will cancel for this year.
She indicated they would plan on holding Stroke
Camp again in 2021. Sorry to those of you had been
considering participating in this event. It is a great
opportunity and I hope you can attend in 2021.

Thoughts of Reflection
Every situation is life is temporary. So when life is good, make
sure you enjoy and receive it fully. And when life is not so
good, remember it will not last forever and better days are
on the way. Regarding COVID-19 Pandemic
“I think that when the dust settles, we will realize how little
we need, how very much we actually have and the value of
human connection.” Author unknown

